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16 Highly Useful Apps for Music Students
As a music student, it is important for you to immerse yourself in music
as often as you can. Apps are a great compliment to traditional private
lessons. Here are a few apps that I have discovered. They will provide
meaningful information to continue with your musical training.

Music Theory and Training
ABRSM Theory Works
Helps students work their
way through theoretical
understanding of music
theory.

Music Tutor
Focused on
improving sightreading skills.

"Ap ar a g e co l
t to t a t o
p i t mu le n "
Ear Trainer
Exercises designed to
improve ability to identify
intervals, chords, and
pitches.

NotePerfect
Has games to test
and improve your
note reading skills.

Songwriting
MuseScore
Is a free music notation
software used to create
sheet music.

Songwriter's Pad
Contains powerful
idea generating tools
to eliminate writer's
block

Songspace
Save lyrics, upload
song ideas, and
backup voice
recordings
Rhyme Builder
Help you write
creatively and
quickly.

Vocal Training
SwiftScales
Provides a variety of
scales, perfect for
warming-up.
VoxTrain
Is focused on helping
vocalists improve their
vocals.

iRhythmic
A metronome
important with learning
runs
Pocket Pitch
Similar to a pitch pipe
to help you find the
right notes

Piano
Flowkey
Allows students to learn
to play the piano with
songs you love.

Piano Assistant
Is a reference book of
all chords, intervals,
and scales.

Simply Piano
Helps beginner to
advanced students learn
the piano
Magic Piano - Smule
Allows students to learn
the fundamentals of
playing the piano.

The following doesn't begin to cover the wide number of apps available. I prefer
free apps because I can try them before I buy and then decide to purchase the
paid version, if available. I encourage every student to explore new ways of
learning about music through their lessons and with their favorite apps.
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Tell us a little bit about
yourself

Who are your favorite
musicians?

I'm originally from Augusta, GA and
currently reside in Smyrna, GA. In my
other life, I am a college professor. I have
been playing music for 30 years. I currently
play the piano, sing, and am a songwriter.

My favorite piano composer is Chopin. The
first challenging piece I learned was Op. 64
No.1. I still practice it to this day.
For singing and songwriting, I enjoy
listening to Sia and Enya. You can find
songs written by them that fit any mood you
are in.

Why did you decide to
open the music studio?
I toyed a lot with starting my own
business. I wanted to be able to start a
business where I could share my creative
outlets. There is a need for teachers who
know how to teach. As I do in higher
education, I spend a tremendous amount
of time learning about ways to help my
students grow.

Who are the people
made the biggest
impact on your life as a
musician?
All my teachers have provided a lot of
information and has helped me to be where
I am. Two most important people are my
parents. They sacrificed their time and
money to be sure I could have the
opportunity to learn music.

What is the one tip you
would have to people
starting out?
Find a teacher who will tailor the lessons
to your goals. I focus on getting to know
the students and their goals. While there
are certain principles students need to
know, when learning music, teaching
should fit their preferences.

What are working on now?
I continue to try to work on my
craft and learn something new. I
have a stack of songs I need to
finish writing. I am learning to play
the guitar. I work on improving my
piano techniques and I'm
discovering better ways to teach and
perform.

Re lections
as a pianist
I begin taking piano lessons when I was about 13 years old. I already had two years of
band and had learned the basic principles of music theory. I played the clarinet and
taught myself to play the flute; but, I had wanted to play the piano for years. When I
was 9, my mom purchased a baby grand Yamaha piano. It is still at my parents house
and play it every time I am home.
Besides memorabilia and photos, I did not keep much from my childhood, except all
my piano books. When I open my books and read my teacher's notes I am taken back.
Back to a time that was sometimes challenging but most oftentimes was joyful.
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My mom describes how she knew I was home from school because the first thing I
would do is sit down at the piano. I found playing the piano provided a way of
expressing myself. If I was sad, I loved playing melancholy songs. If I felt uplifting,
I would play a faster song.
My college studies took me away from my precious piano. I eventually got an
electric piano and then finally a spinet. I have purchased a new electric piano to use
for online lessons and performances.
Today, when I practice, I have to set myself a timer because I can play for hours. I
have a stack of technique books and music that I go through. Songs still challenge
me and I accept those challenges.
I hope that I am able to instill the love of this grand musical instrument to my
students. I hope that when a student sits down to the piano they are also taken away
to a place that allows them to positively express their struggles, hopes, and dreams.
I look forward to providing students the keys to unlocking excellence in music.

